Sephra CF23R Cortez

The smallest sanitation certified chocolate fountain in the Sephra
family is the Cortez. At 23” high (58cm), it is the perfect size
for portability and is ideal for caterers who are on the go.
The Cortez, is a three tiered fountain, which is ideal for small events
or as an accent to larger chocolate fountains. If you are looking for a
chocolate fondue fountain to get your Chocolate Fountain business
started, the Cortez is an excellent choice, and usually pays for itself
in just a few events. Ideal for Kiosk, Cafe and small Restaurant use.

Specifications
220/240v - 390W
Upgraded Direct Drive Motor
Dual Fan Motor Cooling
Patent Protected Removable Tier Design
2000 Hour Service Interval
Min Chocolate Capacity: 2 Kg
Max Chocolate Capacity: 3 Kg
Melts the Chocolate in the Base of the Fountain
Removable Basin for Easier Cleaning
Brushed 304 Food Grade Stainless Steel
5 Year Limited Warranty
CE, NSF, ETL / ANSI, ROHS, EMC CERTIFIED

Dimensions

INCLUDES A DOUBLE-WALL POLYMER TRAVEL CASE

23” (59 cm) H x 12.4” (31.5 cm) W
Weight: 20 Kg
Dimensional Shipping Weight: 23 Kg
External Box - 58 x 51 x 39 cm
“IDEAL FOR CAFE, KIOSK AND SMALL COMMERCIAL USE”

Optional Accessories

Sephra Illuminated Surrounds
Our illuminated surrounds, for example, are made from
heavy-duty food grade polypropylene. Unlike cheaper
alternatives this material will not crack easily on impact.
As well as this, Polypropylene is welded instead of glued - this
gives your illuminated surround more strength and flexibility.
Perhaps most importantly, this is a food grade material unlike
the most popular alternative, Perspex. It is simple variations like
these that set Sephra products apart from our competitors.
Our surrounds all use a colour changing light emitting diode (LED)
system. These can be remote controlled giving you the ability to
change colour shade, speed and pattern depending on the event.

Sephra Wind/Sneeze Guards
Our wind/sneeze guards are made from clear acrylic, allowing the
same high impact image of curtaining chocolate, whilst providing 360
degrees of protection from wind, airborne contamination and insects.
Whether you are looking to keep contaminants (such as dust, insects
and fingers) from the chocolate, or to protect against wind during
outdoor events, these accessories provide the perfect solution.
All Sephra wind/sneeze guards are fitted with hinges
and a clear acrylic removable door; this allows access
to use your fountain easily and effectively.
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SPARE PARTS - A FULL LIST OF SPARE PARTS ARE
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. WE STOCK ALL COMPONENTS
FOR OUR FOUNTAIN RANGE.

